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Oilman Lubricant and automotive is also a ISO 9001-2008 certified company in cooperated with a clean vision to develop manufacture and to market the lubricants A basket full of
products with the latest chemical technology are developed at well equipped modern manufacturing & testing facility at surat , India. Company has highly equipped plant with
capacity to blend lubes and additives. Company also has state of art & R&D back up with desired facilities to maintain quality specifications. The entire process at Pre & Post Production
is supervised by the expertise staff. Company's experienced technocrat staff is exploring new ideas to meet the market demands

Oilman Lubricant and automotive is a 100% Indian owned company operating in India for over 14 years as supplier of high quality lubrications oils & grease for industrial & automotive
use. All our products meets and in most cases exceed the specification set by motor manufacturers companies around the world. Our products are independently blended & manufactured
under strictest specification for today.

About:

For us the Quality and Customer Satisfaction always comes first place. So that we always purchase Base Oil and other required chemicals from the trusted and quality manufactures.
We always follow various Quality Standards in our different range of products. We believe in building healthy business relation with our precious customers.

Oilman Lubricant and automotive was founded in 2008 as Quality Lubricating Oil Trader. We are in Lubricating Oil business since 2006. After gathering strength through experience

during this period. We decided to meet the demand of lubricants market by establishing our Own Manufacturing Unit and Blending Plant in 2010, as the emerging quality lubricants

oil manufacturer in surat-Gujarat-India.

OUR CERTIFICATION



Four stroke engine oil

Pack size:-900ml,1, 20, 50, 210 ltr

BRUST 4T

Pack size:-900ml,1, 20,50,210 ltr

Pack size:-800ml

SWIFT 4T

SPEED UP 4T

FASTER 4T
Burst 4t It is formulated from high quality of Base oils
doped with additives which provides high level of
oxidation & thermal stability. It protects the engine
from high temperature wear & also from rust
& corrosion.

Swift 4T zoom is a premium performance four stroke motorcycle
oil, non-friction modified, shear-stable, multigrade oil provides
excellent oxidation and wear protection for extended oil & engine
life as well as longer Clutch life by preventing clutch slippage at
start up and varying speed.

Faster 4t  is a Semi synthetic blend 4 stroke motor cycle oil ensuring
sustainable high performance. These oils are formulated for excellent
wear protection, resist viscosity and thermal breakdown. It has high VI
that provides engines with full protection at higher operating speed,
temperatures and other adverse conditions. 

Speed up 4t  is a semisynthetic blend 4 stroke motor cycle oil ensuring
sustainable high performance. This oil is formulated for excellent wear
protection, resisting viscosity and thermal breakdown. It has high
viscosity index that provided engines with full protection at higher
operating speed temperatures and other adverse conditions.

RAPID SPIROL - X
SPIROL-X 10W-30

SPIROL-X 4T

Pack size:-900ml,1, 20,50,210 ltr

Pack size:-900ml,1, 20, 50, 210 ltr Pack size:-900ml,1, 20, 50, 210 ltr



FULLY SYNTHETIC
 CAR ENGINE OIL

Pack size:- 3.5, 5, 20, 50, 210 ltr

Full synthetic 5W-40 motor oil is formulated to flow like 5 Weight
oil from a cold start in winter temperatures and like 40 Weight oil
once the engine has reached its normal operating temperature is an
advanced full synthetic 5W-40 motor oil. It's our strongest oil and
liquid engineered to withstand the high pressure and high
temperatures of modern gas and turbo diesel engines.

GOLD TECH HYPEFLASH
Gold tech synthetic 0w40 is a new generation semi synthetic Blend
gasoline engine oil blended with the most advanced additive
package to enable it to give exceptional performance under most
severe operating conditions. The oil provides not only good cold
starting and high resistance to sludge, low volatility characteristics
but also it provides effective protection against oxidation, wear and
corrosion under high temperature operations

Hype fully synthetic 10w40 with Fluid TITANIUM Technology, is
strongest oil and the natural choice for drivers who want the best
combination of sludge protection, wear protection and maximum
engine performance.  Unlock maximum  performance with
every drive.

MOTO RACE SUPER
Moto race 5W-30 is an advanced full synthetic engine oil designed to
keep your engine running like new by providing exceptional wear
protection, cleaning power and overall performance. 5W-30 meets or
exceeds the requirements of the industry's toughest standards and
outperforms our conventional oils. technology comes as standard
equipment in many different vehicles, including select high-
performance vehicles.

Super 10W-30 is made with a proprietary blend of ultra high
performance synthetic basestocks fortified with the most advanced
additive system available today. 10W-30 is uniquely designed providing
unsurpassed levels of extended performance, cleaning power and the
highest levels of engine protection. 

Pack size:-2.5, 20,50,210 ltr

LEADER
Leader 15W50 is a semi synthetic blend premium performance,
non-friction modified, shear stable, motor cycle Engine oil specially
formulated for new generation four stroke motor cycles for longer
clutch life by preventing clutch slippage at start up and varying
speed.

Pack size:- 3.5, 5, 20, 50, 210 ltr Pack size:- 3.5, 5, 20, 50, 210 ltr

Pack size:- 3.5, 5, 20, 50, 210 ltr Pack size:- 3.5, 5, 20, 50, 210 ltr



BUS, CAR, TRUCK
OTHER HEAVY VEHICLE

Pack size:-500ml,1, 3, 3.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 50, 210 ltr

Pack size:-500ml,1, 3, 3.5, 5, 20, 50, 210 ltr Pack size:- 7.5, 20, 50, 210 ltr Pack size:-5, 7.5,10, 20, 50, 210 ltr

EXPRESSBOLT 

ACTIVE KISAN UTTO

Blot 15W-40-CH4 is a high performance semi synthetic blend engine oil
made especially for vehicles fueled with Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD)
and require the use of Low Ash engine oils, to protect the installed
emissions equipment, including DPFs, catalytic converters, EGR and
SCR injection. This oil offers excellent performance to maximize
component life, extend drain intervals and improve fuel performance.

Express 15w40-CI-4 diesel engine oil is a superior quality shear stable
multigrade premium performance crank case oil which provides
excellent protection to high performance modern engines used in the
toughest on and off highway equipment. It assures outstanding
protection against high temperature piston deposits, oil degradation
and oil thickening.

CHARGE
Charge 20W40 is a high performance premium quality engine oil. It is
formulated using high quality paraffinic base oils with selected
premium quality additives to take care of all types of turbo-charged,
naturally aspirated diesel and gasoline engines.

Active 20W50 is a new generation high performance semi synthetic
Blend gasoline engine oil for modern passenger cars It provides good
protection against oxidation, wear and corrosion under high
temperature operation. Also it provides not only good cold starting
but also high resistance to sludge formation.

Kisan Tractor Oil 20w40 Multigrade Diesel engine oils are high
performance, shear-stable, thermal stable new generation oils
specially formulated for Tractors & mixed fleet working under
severe service conditions. Recommended for use in all types of
tractors and fleets with both light and heavy-duty engines
where multigrade oil is preferred.

utto oil is exclusively designed for multifunctional Agricultural Tractor's
transmission, Differential & final drive, Wet multiple disc brake and
hydraulic System. It also functions as a power brake, power steering,
power take off and implement drive fluid with sufficient friction and
heat transfer characteristics to facilitate the efficiency operation of
Tractor wet brakes and power take off units

Pack size:-500ml,1, 3, 3.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 50, 210 ltr Pack size:-500ml,1, 3, 3.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 50, 210 ltr



HYDRAULIC OIL

SPECIAL LUBRICANT

Coolant is used to remove heat produced by the engine and
transfer it into the cooling system. The coolant receives the
heat and circulates it through the radiator, dissipating it back
into the atmosphere. A thermostat is used to regulate the
temperature of the coolant during the circulation.

Pack size:-1, 3, 5 ltr Pack size:-100ml,250ml,500ml

Pack size:-500ml,1, 5, 10 Ltr

Pack size:- 1, 5, 20, 50, 210 ltr

HYDRAULIC - 68-46-32
Hydraulic oils are high quality hydraulic oils, designed to meet the
requirements of normal hydraulic & circulating systems. These Series
oils are formulated with high quality solvent refined mineral oils and
synergistic additives for imparting anti-wear, anti-corrosion,
oxidation inhibition and anti-foam properties. Recommended for
all types of general mobile hydraulic equipment in control and power
transmission systems

BRAKE OIL DOT 3/4 FRONT FORK OILCOOLANT

POWER STEERING OIL

BRAKE FLUID DOT 3/4 is a superior quality synthetic fluid meant
for the hydraulic brakes of automobiles. It's meets US Dept of 
Transportation's stringent specification DOT 3/4. Recommended
for all automobiles having hydraulic brakes.

 Shock absorber oil has excellent damping effect, chemical stability,
oxidation stability and seal compatibility. Due to low pour point,
it can be used round the year in extreme weather.

Pack size:-175ml, 350ml

TQ serves as a power transmission fluid in the torque converter,
hydraulic fluid in the control and servo systems, as a lubricant for
bearings & gears and as a friction -controlling for bands and
clutches. Recommended for automatic transmissions, power
steering and other hydraulic system. It is having effective frictional
characteristics for smooth shifting, reduced foaming and fluid loss
under severe service conditions



GEAR OIL

Pack size:-500ML,1 ,5 ,10, 20,50,210 ltr

Pack size:- 1, 5, 20, 50, 210 ltr

Pack size:-20, 50, 210 ltr

BRUST 4t It is formulated from high quality of Base oils
doped with additives which provides high level of
oxidation & thermal stability. It protects the engine
from high temperature wear & also from rust & corrosion.

BRUST 4t It is formulated from high quality of Base oils
doped with additives which provides high level of
oxidation & thermal stability. It protects the engine
from high temperature wear & also from rust & corrosion.

EP-90 GEAR OIL EP-220 GEAR OIL GEARXSOL EP 320

CHASE EP-140

EP 90 gear oil is formulated for use in a wide range of gear units with
normal, bevel and helical gear designs, including synchromesh manual
gearboxes, transmissions and axles under moderately severe load and
pressure conditions. These oils meet the requirements of several
automotive manufacturers for cars, vans and commercial vehicles
and hence recommended for cars, trucks, buses and off highway
equipment.

EP 140 is a specially formulated for use in a wide range of gears which
includes synchromesh manual gears, transmissions and axles working
under moderate to severe load and pressure conditions. It is designed
to match all type of gear applications for both old or new generation
vehicle types including spiral, bevel or worm gear transmission system
where API GL4 gear oil is recommended.

Pack size:-20, 50, 210 ltr



PACK SIZE:-500ML,1, 20, 50, 210 LTR.

CNG OIL

2T SUPER LAL GHODA

PUMP SET

ECO 4 oil is blended from premium quality base stocks and most
advance additives to take care of extra heat generated during
combustion of gas in the engines. It is a dedicated engine oil
formulated for vehicle operating on Natural gas, LPG and dual fuels.

SUPER 20w40 is a superior general purpose multi grade crank case oil
developed having high detergency and oxidation stability properties
to meet the general performance requirements of gasoline and
naturally aspirated diesel engines.

 (Pump set oil) is a superior quality agricultural diesel pump set oil
SAE 20W40 specially developed to meet the severe performance
requirements of pump sets and other small stationary diesel
engines for industrial use. Recommended for use where multi
grade oil is preferred for a wide range of diesel pump sets where
maximum protection is required in all climate service conditions

PACK SIZE:-500ML,1, 20, 50, 210 LTR.

PACK SIZE:- 3, 3.5, 20, 50, 210 LTR.



Pack Size:- 500gm,1, 5,18,180klg.

MP-3 GREASE
Mp3 is a premium quality lithium soap base grease and is
recommended for variety of greasing applications in automotive,
agriculture, construction and industrial application. It is recommended
for lubrication of wheel bearing, chassis, nipple steering linkages,
universal joints etc. The grease provides maximum protection by
adhering well to the lubricated bearing surfaces sealing them from
dirt and abrasive contaminants.

RED GEL GREASE
Red is a long life lithium Red colour gel grease formulated with a
specially designed soap system, high viscosity index base oil and
carefully balanced additives for lubrication under moderate to
heavy loads and intermittent high temperatures. The soap in the
grease helps in retaining its structure even under severe service
condition and high loads, thereby extends component life through
extension of re-lubrication interval.

EP-2 GREASE
Extreme pressure (EP) greases are multi functional extreme
pressure lithium soap greases manufactured from high
viscosity index base oils and fortified with carefully selected
extreme pressure additives for high load bearing capacity.
They are recommended for gearboxes, heavily loaded anti-friction
and plain bearing on industrial and automotive equipment. 

AP-3 GREASE
Ap3 GREASE is a premium quality all purpose automotive grease.
Recommended for all types of Wheel bearings used in automobile
Heavy duty, Light commercial, Passenger vehicles. Excellent thermal
and oxidation stability. Resistance to water wash out. Superior
protection against rusting & corrosion

INDUSTRIAL & AUTOMOTIVE GREASE

Pack Size:- 500gm,1, 5,18,180klg.

Pack Size:- 500gm,1, 5,18,180klg.Pack Size:- 500gm,1, 5,18,180klg.



INDUSTRIAL OIL

GEAR OIL - 220 GEAR OIL - 320

WATER SOLUBLE CU STATE CU TRANSMISSION OIL

CNC LUBRICANT
WAY - 68 GRINDING OIL RPO

LOOMS OIL

SPINDLE OIL THERMIC OIL

CONNING OIL FURNACE OIL

WARPING OIL

GEAR OIL - 150

HYDRAULIC - 100



LAB TESTED

 Through years of experience, research and development, Oilman 
Lubricants has developed an extensive portfolio of individual lubricants, each 
designed to address the specific challenge of achieving optimum performance in 
the relevant application. 

OILMAN Lubricant is a brand known for its commitment and excellence in technology,
manufacturing and marketing of high performance including manufacturing
industries, metal working, power industries, heavy lubricants, greases and specialty
oils for many different market segments, transportation, automotive workshops and
many more. 



87, Darshan Ind, Bardoli Highway,
Jolwa, Gujarat.

OILMAN LUBRICANT

Customer Care: 8460300066
Email: oilmanlubricants@gmail.com
Web: www.oilmanindia.com
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